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	Filtered Repetitive Control with Nonlinear Systems, 9789811514531 (9811514534), Springer, 2019

	Though there have been significant advances in the theory and applications of linear time-invariant systems, developments regarding repetitive control have been sporadic. At the same time, there is a dearth of literature on repetitive control (RC) for nonlinear systems.
	
		Addressing that gap, this book discusses a range of basic methods for solving RC problems in nonlinear systems, including two commonly used methods and three original ones. Providing valuable tools for researchers working on the development of repetitive control, these new and fundamental methods are one of the major features of the book, which will benefit researchers, engineers, and graduate students in e.g. the field of control theory.
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
This book’s roots lie with my international bestseller Macintosh System 7.5 For Dummies, an award-winning book so good that now-deceased Mac cloner Power Computing gave away a copy with every Mac clone it sold. Mac OS X Snow Leopard For Dummies is the latest revision and has been, once again, completely updated to include all the Mac OS X...

		

A Phenomenological Inquiry into Science Teachers’ Case Method Learning (SpringerBriefs in Education)Springer, 2018

	
		This book illustrates a practical application of the Case Method as a teaching technique in teacher education, and examines how learning takes place in a teacher professional development activity. It also describes teachers’ lived experience of the activity based on Clark Moustakas' 1994 guidelines for organizing and...



		

Implementing the Climate Regime: International ComplianceEarthscan, 2005
Unlike most books on climate politics, this volume has a sharp focus on one particular aspect of the global climate regime – the system set up to improve compliance with commitments under the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. The design of a compliance system has been controversial ever since the adoption of the 1992 Framework Convention on Climate...




	

The Encyclopedia of Trading StrategiesMcGraw-Hill, 2000
The Encyclopedia of Trading Strategies is for traders who want to take the next step to consistently profitable trading. The authors--themselves seasoned veterans of the futures trading arena--pinpoint the trading methods and strategies that have been shown to produce market-beating returns. Their rigorous and systematic backtesting of each...


		

Compiler Construction (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1996
This book has emerged from my lecture notes for an introductory course in compiler design at ETH
Zürich. Several times I have been asked to justify this course, since compiler design is considered a
somewhat esoteric subject, practised only in a few highly specialized software houses. Because
nowadays everything which does not...

		

Reliability, Maintainability and Risk: Practical Methods for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1997
'The latest edition of this practical introduction to the basics of reliabilty, maintainability and safety introduces new sections on the accuracy of reliability prediction methods, common cause failures in systems, and expands and updates the descriptions of recent safety standards, in particular ISO 61508 and the use of 'Safety Integrity Levels'...
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